
INTRO 

The fastest turf sprinters in the world line up for a shot at the $1 Million purse.  A little 
change from last year as the distance is cut back to 5 furlongs rather than the 5.5 furlong 
defending champ Stormy Liberal ran to earn last year’s title.  The races feels like a perfect 
example of what BC racing is all about.  Wide open. 

OPTIX PLOT 

The Standard and SurfaceDistance plots are quite similar so we’ll just highlight the 
SurfaceDistance Plot.  The first thing that stood out was the throng of runners in the EP 
category.  To me this screams jockeys race.  The start and subsequent tactical decisions in 
that opening sixteenth figure to tell a huge part of the story.  Unless the 13 draws in, I 
suspect the lead will be decided by Irad on #4 Shekky Shebaz and #2 Pure Sensation with Paco 
up.  The CONTENTION meter reading WARM suggests these Quadrant 1 runners will surely be 
dangerous if able to establish themselves appropriately out of the gate.   
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OPTIX GRID 

The two main views I looked at were RACES LAST 180 days; best look at current form cycle.  
And RACES LAST 360 days at the distance of 5 furlongs.  The latter gave us a glaring standout 
as far as the distance specialist with EDDIE HASKELL.  The three best efforts at the distance 
came from PURE SENSATION in a G3 back in July.  And the six year old mare BELVOIR BAY had 
the other two!  One over the main in a G2 and the other at the beginning of the year in the 
Wishing Well.  With that said … let’s say a few words about every runner in the race.  

#1 TOTALLY BOSS (5-1) is sporting great recent form.  Including his first graded victory in his 
first attempt  Having seen this guy train over his career he had always shown plenty of 
promise.  It appears he has blossomed in his four year old year.  His niche as a turf sprinter 
has been defined.  Have to note his win last time came with BIAS attached.  But I love the 
prior note of BURST.  The way he won those last two races were completely different.  That 
tactical diversity is huge.  Racing luck will be needed with the rail draw.  But I consider him a 
CONTENDER.   

#2 PURE SENSATION (5-1)  is a major player in the pace game as previously mentioned.  The 
veteran of the group has run in this race three times.  His best finish was third back in 2016 
down the hill at 6.5. He ran in this race two year ago at Del Mar and attempted to steal away 
at 11-1 before being run down late in a 5th place finish. If Paco can get to the front, he is a 
major danger.  A hard horse to knock.  Super consistent. 

#3 IMPRIMIS (8-1) is a gelding that seems to always be in the mix but has not quite been able 
to get it done.  Last two races he has gone off favored.  Some excuses as we can see XBIAS in 
his first start back off a 154 day break.  Then had to SHUFFLE last time when again finishing 
behind a couple of runners in here.  I do like that suddenly his price will be inflated.  Needs 
to work out the trip.  Another that you simply can’t ignore.   

#4 SHEKKY SHEBAZ (12-1) has found his home sprinting on the turf.  Having spent the 
majority of his career sprinting over synthetic, he was available for 25k this past summer in 
first attempt on the grass where he won well gate to wire.  Barn change to Mr. Servis and he 
has run two fantastic races.  The red key words EASY_LEAD in last two do give a moment of 
pause.  But that also suggests sharp gate speed which is gigantic in this race.  The class is far 
from proven.  But this guy might have simply found lightning in a bottle.  Found his surface.  
Found the right barn.  Irad takes the call. 

#5 STUBBINS (12-1) is exiting his career best effort.  That effort came under ideal 
circumstances.  FLOW and TACTIC+.  I just don’t see him getting that beautiful of a trip today.  
He wins.  I lose.   

#6 STORMY LIBERAL (8-1) is the back to back champ of this race.  His win last year was an 
awesome performance when he out gamed the incredibly fast World of Trouble.  This year he 
simply has been a step slower.  The PLODDY note on his last race is alarming.  I will be playing 
against.   

#7 LEINSTER (8-1) is a colt I really like.  He has the blueprint build of a turf sprinter.  He 
served notice this past spring when breaking his maiden at Keeneland against winners 
sprinting on the turf.  He quickly proved his quality by climbing the ladder and notching his 
first graded stakes victory two races later.  He ran his race last time but simply got beat by 
STUBBINS who sat the trip.  This is a very nice horse who deserves a ton of attention.   

#8 LEGENDS OF WAR (20-1) is a rapidly improving three year old that just ran a career best 
race.  I find it impressive that his last two wins came in different ways.  Gate to wire last 



time and off the pace previously.  I can’t blame those for wanting to take a shot with this 
longshot.  I am looking elsewhere.   

#9 FINAL FRONTIER (6-1) ran down SHEKKY SHEBAZ las time for a very nice win.  He doesn’t 
have the experience against this quality of a field and I am having a tough time envisioning 
him getting the best of trips.  He is certainly talented enough.  That small circle in Q1 
amongst the throng of early runners gave me my final out call.  I understand he is a threat.  
But I am choosing to go elsewhere. 

#10 EDDIE HASKELL (9-2) is a true pro.  Loves to win races.  Loves this distance.  9 wins in 14 
tries is crazy.  He does not have a key graded stakes victory.  And his placement in Q3 is a 
negative.  Impossible to truly knock a runner like this.  The shorter price has me going 
elsewhere.  But I respect his game.   

#11 OM (15-1) has put together a fantastic career.  Once a premier turf router, the veteran 
has found new life as a late running sprinter. This is an owners dream of a race horse.  
Warrior.  I see him as a tri/super type, rather than a win contender.  Not convinced there will 
be quite enough pace.   

#12 BELVOIR BAY (12-1) is one of the few runners in here that has been battled tested a few 
times against Grade 1 competition.  Her best result coming overseas with a huge second place 
finish.  Her plot is a tasty square in Q1.  But asking this six year old mare to come off a 147 
day break and tackle this group surely seems like a tall task.  That outside post can’t be 
considered a positive.    

CONCLUSION 

This race gave me a headache.  Which means it is an awesome race.  I honestly think you can 
make a rational case for the majority of these runners.  At the end of the day I landed on 
LEINSTER.  The plot is money.  And most importantly, I just like the darn horse.  If Tyler can 
carve out the trip, I can see this guy getting his first Grade 1 win.  Whatever happens, this is 
a really fun race.   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